When we study a congruence T(x) ≡ ax modulo m as pseudo random number generator, there are several means of ensuring the independence of two successive numbers. In this report, we show that the dependence depends on the continued fraction expansion of m/a. We deduce that the congruences such that m and a are two successive elements of Fibonacci sequences are those having the weakest dependence. We will use this result to obtain truly random number sequences x n . For that purpose, we will use non-deterministic sequences y n . They are transformed using Fibonacci congruences and we will get by this way sequences x n . These sequences x n admit the IID model for correct model.
Introduction
In this paper, we present a new method using Fibonacci sequences to obtain real IID sequences n x of random numbers 1 . To have random number two methods exists : 1) use of pseudo-random generators (for example the linear congruence), 2) use of random noise (for example Rap music).
But, up to now no completely reliable solution had been proposed ( [1] - [3] ). To set straight this situation, Marsaglia has created a Cd-Rom of random numbers by using sequences of numbers provided by Rap music. But, he has not proved that the sequence obtained is really random.
However, by using Fibonacci congruence, there exists simple means of obtaining random sequences whose the quality is sure (cf [4]): one uses the same method as Marsaglia, but one transforms the obtained sequence by Fibonacci congruences. Then, one obtains sequence of real x n such that the IID model is a correct model of x n .
Fibonacci Congruence
Linear congruences mod (m) are often used as pseudo-random generators. In this case, we try to choose a and m so that successive pseudorandom numbers behave as independent. Of course, we can only ensure that it is the case of p successive numbers p where . To choice a and m, one can use the spectral test or the results of Dieter (cf [5] ) which allow to choose the best "a".
  T x ax 
2 p m  Unfortunately, the conditions which ensure the independence of three successive numbers are not those which ensure the best independence of two successive numbers,for example.
Indeed, in this paper, we will study the conditions which ensure the independence of only two successive numbers and we will see with astonishment that this is the Fibonacci congruence which provides the best empirical independence.
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In general terms, one can realization of a sequen always suppose that is the ce of random varia les defined on a probability space However, generally, one feels well that correct models exist. In fact, it is a traditional assumption in science. In weath o is a very c er for example, the researchers seek a correct m a more detailed study is in [7] . , ,
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Choice of Random Noises
Now, we suppose that we use sequences 1/m (cf [7] ). In K is small cf [7] .
Use of Texts
On the other hand, to increase 0 K a good way is to use the Central Limit theore combine the two methods : cf [7] . 
